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(NASA-CR-1938q4) POSTFLIGHT
HARDWARE EVALUATION RSRM-29
(ST5-54). APPENDIX C: NOZZLE PFORs













Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition Left
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Left
Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint Left
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Left Joint #3 C-4
C-4 Nose Inlet-to-Throat Joint Condition Left Joint #3 C-5
Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Left Joint #4 C-6
C-5 Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint Left Joint #4 C-7
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Left Joint #5 C-8
C-6 Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint Left Joint #5 C-9
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-7 Cowl Insulation Segment Condition Left Cowl C-10
C-8 Flexible Bearing, Flexible Bearing Left Flexible Bearing, C-11
Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition Protector, & Boot
C-9 Flexible Bearing Protector Thickness Left Flexible Bearing C-12
Measurements Protector
Throat Diameter Measurements Left
(Data Collection Only)
Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Left
Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left
Condition
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left
Condition
Joint, Final






C-11 Outer Boot Ring C-14
& Flexible Boot
C-12 Aft Exit Cone C-15
C-12 Forward Exit C-16
Cone
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
REVISION




NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline
Condition
C-13 Cowl Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section
Condition
C-14 Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP)
Section Condition
C-15 Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section
Condition
C-16 Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP)
Section Condition
C-17 Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section
Condition
C-18 Forward Nose Ring and Aft Inlet Ring
Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
C-1
C-2
Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
C-3
C-2
Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint
Condition Drawing Worksheet
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition





Part, or Report Page
Location Number
Throat C-17
Left Aft Inlet/ C-18
Forward Nose Rings
Left Nose Cap C-19
Left Cowl C-20
Left Fixed Housing C-21
Left Cowl C-22
Left Forward Exit C-23
Cone
Left Fixed Housing C-24
Left Throat C-25
Left Nose Cap C-26
Left Forward Nose & C-27
Aft Inlet Rings
Right N/A C-28
Right Joint #2 C-29
Right Joint #2 C-30
Right Joint #3 C-31
Right Joint #3 C-32
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
REVISION




NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title
C-2 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
C-5
C-2
Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint
Condition Drawing Worksheet
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
C-6
Joint, Final
Part, or Report Page
Side Location Number
Right Joint #4 C-33
Right Joint #4 C-34
Right Joint #5 C-35
Right Joint #5 C-36Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-7 Cowl Insulation Segment Condition Right Cowl C-37
C-8 Flexible Bearing, Flexible Bearing Right Flexible Bearing, C-38
Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition Protector, & Boot
C-9 Flexible Bearing Protector Thickness Right Flexible Bearing C-39
Measurements Protector
C-10 Throat Diameter Measurements Right Throat C-40
(Data Collection Only)
C-11 Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Right Outer Boot Ring C-41
Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition & Flexible Boot
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Aft Exit Cone C-42
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline
Condition
Right Forward Exit C-43
Cone
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Throat C-44
Condition




C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Nose Cap C-46
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Cowl C-47
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Fixed Housing C-48
Condition
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
REVISION
OOC NO. TWR-64222 VOL
SEC I PAGE C-iii
"_'_'-_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title Side
Joint, Final
Part, or Report Page
Location Number
C-13 Cowl Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Right Cowl C-49
Condition
C-14 Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Right Forward Exit C-50
Section Condition Cone
C-15 Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Right Fixed Housing C-51
Condition
C-16 Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Right Throat C-52
Section Condition
C-17 Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Right Nose Cap C-53
Condition
C-18 Forward Nose Ring and Aft Inlet Ring Right Forward Nose & C-54
Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition Aft Inlet Rings
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
RE',,qSION
ooc NO. TWR-64222 I VOL




POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-1
Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition
I Side: Left(A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): C _J'._ _'
Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Observations;
A. Metal Damage Due to Transportation or Handling?








- _ :: _.3_c _ --f_ _- '_







__ Yes v No
__ Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):








POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Left (A) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _,_Ul_._. "_" _-_ F_._TJ _
,/_.5
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)? /
B. RTV Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring?
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Foreign Material?
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCP/SCP, or adhesive?
I. Damaged Phenolics? V/
J. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form. /
K. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing? ,,/
L. Heat Affected Metal? /
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint? v/
N. Corrosion?
O. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? /
P. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)? V/
Q. Bent or Broken Bolts? /












.'-d_ P--'.".',_,_,,_,._7_/J7,j,_l,_,_--r//_a/r,v_ _>,o _.4




. Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):




POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-3
Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint (Joint #2) Condition Drawing Worksheet
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Left (A) Date: I/q..__/_
f
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(t): _. Q LIfC _ "_ _ L_:_T..D,-_




























POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Left (A) I Date: )-- 7-. _ - _ 3
m I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): __ ,_, /4J'/L /Y'6-- _ / 7", _ _--_ _/"
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yell NO
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)? _f
B. RTV Not Below Char Line? /
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring?
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring? v"
E. Uncured RTV? If"
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Grease inhibiting RTV Backfill? If"
H. Foreign Material?
I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCP/SCP, or adhesive? P/
J. Damaged Phenolics? _
K. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form. I1/'
L. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing? V /
M. Heat Affected Metal? _v/
N. Unbonded or Blistered Paint? v/'r
O. Corrosion? v/
P. Alignment Pin Damage? V/
Q. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? /
R. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)? J
S. Bent or Broken Bolts? v /





minary PFAR(s)? _ Yes /No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
m







Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360Lo2g t Side: [_ Left (A) [] Right (B) t Date; //-Z_' - '_ -_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /--,_-, _.J/J._ /P--C=-'-_ / _ )_-_-_/'-_/(/"
Part: [] Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[] Throat Ring (Aft End)
J_ Throat inlet Ring (Forwlrd End)
[] Aft inlet Ring (Aft End)
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
I-'] Cowl (Forward End)"



















ooc NO. "l'WVR-64222 I_oL





POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-4
Nose Inlet-to-Throat Joint (Joint #3) Condition Drawing Worksheet
Side: Left (A) Date: /_ _7 _ - )
Assessment Engineer(s)llnlpector(s): L ,L:-. /.JiJ-- _- _----_
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):















,ication Form(s)? __ Yes
REVISION --
v/










POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /-_, _ _, / _.. £..
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations. Yes
A. Gas Penetration in the R'IV (Terminated, Through)?
B. R'IV Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring? /
D. R"I'V Past the Primary O-ring? •
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Grease Inhibiting RTV Backfill?
H. Foreign Material?
I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
J. Damaged Phenolics?
K. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form. v/
L. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
M. Heat Affected Metal?
N. Unbondad or Blistered Paint?
O. Corrosion? y/
P. Alignment Pin Damage?
Q. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes?
R. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)?
S. Bent or Broken Bolts?























' " _d_d-" ,_,',Cjc I_" .--_.,-._ _ " " -.,
_,'_/:, \' _'.,C_,"- 'C ', _ iJ rj._ij,, r ,d ,, " . __
........ :.'A. _ " _ _'.,:, , ,.:...... - .... / . " -- ..-
": " -': -.C "" "-- ".J'" ¢ .'. /. AD 0 -_" W__._ /7,'-
(,,_:.L--,
ninary PFAR(s) ? Yee ',/ No
Clarification Form(s)? Yes /" NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
mmmm









Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
I Side: _ Left (A) [] Right (B)I Date:





Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
Throat Ring (Aft End)
Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)"
[] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A, Metal-to-Adhesive D, Within GCP
B, Within Adhesive E, GCP-to-CCP











ooc NO. TWR-64222 l_oL
SEC I P*GE _. _
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-5
Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint (Joint #4) Condition Drawing Worksheet
Motor No.= 360L029 I Side: Left (A) I Date: y2_/33
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ,_. _;_d/__.
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
,'r_ V :_.,.-LC,u __ _i,Z_ ......
r .. ," " .'-" ,L .i " 5 -"
/ _ _ _o _- _-0 _ - _
Throat Asse . _
Exit"f
Carbon Cloth _...J_ _ j Cone Assembly
Phenolic \\, I
. _ _':/"_ Carbon Cloth
"J - Phenolic
Glass Cloth Ph_ olic
Throat (_,_ Glass Cloth
Housing _ Phenolic
f
-/-'" .:_/C :"/"/'_'--_: _ ___c.
(
/








:_ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
J
:_' Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 I Slde: Left (A) t Date: 27
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ,_''_55,,_oOAjt __t_._"I_J_J
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
_j /=7_,3






















Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)?
RTV Not Below Char Line?
R'IV To the Primary O-ring?




Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCP/SCP, or adhesive?
Damaged Phenolics?
Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
Phenollcs Axially Displaced From Housing?
Heat Affected Metal?
Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
Corrosion?
Alignment Pin Damage?
Excessive Grease In Threaded Bolt Holes?
Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)?
Bent or Broken Bolts?
























_. Yea / No
Yes -7 No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REV1SION
DOGNO. TWR-64222 [voL




POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-6
Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint (Joint #5) Condition Drawing Worksheet

















POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-7
Cowl Insulation Segment Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: R;lil_'-fB_ /.._.._/" _) I Date: "2. 7/T_, !//_ 3
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /_'-/--"_/_"///--/--C--_') .Z... ,Ifj'/Z_/"C------_
Cowl Insulation Seoment Observations:
A. Spring Pin Holes Completely Through the Cowl Segment?
B. Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion?
C. Soot Between the Cowl Segment and Cowl Housing?
















7_ ;' " " _'
t/o _c " , f r'a ,_ "'
Y'o _" _' " t4o ,__- "











"1" ;, C I
jO /="
• ,..7, I¢ _ /
I0 /.-"
_; s"7_ " " >o& "
/
*/ 5"-_ _t "f
minary PFAR(s)?













POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-8
Flexible Bearing, Flexible Bearing Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition




Flexible Bearina. Besrino Protector. and Boot Observations:
A. Bearing Protector Burn-Through?
Yes No
B. Cracks Through the Bearing Protector?
C. Bearing Protector Heat Effects or Erosion Other
Than at Cowl Vent Hole Locations?
D. Soot Between the Bearing Protector and Flexible Bearing?
E. Heat Effects to the Flexible Bearing?
F. Bent or Broken Bearing Protector Bolts?
G. Flexible Boot Burn-Through?
H. Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion to Flexible Boot ID?










__ Yes / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):








Flexible Boot Cavity Clarification Form
Motor No.: 380L029 I Side: [_Left (A) [] Right (B) I Date: _.7 _/¢) J_j_ I
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _-n,)'--_-Sfy_4j # _ __(2__._;,-C_. J I
f
Description: __.C_;C_ C_/J "_f2_l_(o_-_:_-"_..- _ _/____'_::_ --._'D _ _--(_ U_ _- _(P_.._l
















FEB 03 '93 08:53RM THIOKOL SPACE EHG P.2/3
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-g
Fledbie Bearing protector ThlrJmon MeuurementI
i i i -
Motor No,: 3601.029 I Side: Left (A) Date: , '.__" _ •.__ ,_---_'
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): i? _'_ _/ _ __r_ _ ( _ _ _ -- _ _ __
ii /
Record the Flexible Bearing Protector Get Impingement 'Aria Thickness Measurements (see figure) Below;,
Th(ckne.
Degree Measurement Degree




," "_/-" 14020 _)
-'"_'/_ I,o40
' "" _ _ 17050 ,,'.--
• ..q t60 " .,_ I 180
.
"to , 6/,.I ,,9o
so _-:'_ 200
go ,/. j:_ :_',o
100 , " :!-:)'/ 220
i


























340 " _ 7--'-_
.o , df -
i i i
Notes I Comments
• "A" is the minimum thickness of the beering protector
in-line with the cowl vent holem, It corresponds to the
deepest gas impingement location.








Clarification Form Page No,($)
.... qi
ooc NO. TWIP.-64222 I _ot-
SEC I pAr,F. C- 12
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-10
Throat Diameter Measurements (Data Collection Only)
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Left (A) Data:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _.f _/_J-,_j.S" _"l"_J _f_,_
I /








135 ¢,-¢", ooo "'
Notes I Comments








POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-11
Outer Boot Ring Char end Erosion Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Left (A) i Date: 3
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _'_._'/Vjt_J 1 /_Prl_ C_
Flexible BOot/Outer Boot Rino Seoaration Observations:
A. Heat Effects in BootlOBR Separation?
./
Yes No Comment #
Record the Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 ° 90 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char
80 o8 O.?'f' /.01
9.0 0.07 C).?/ O. /2-.. 0,_,_
100 _ O,gS 0.o9 0,87
_1.3 ©. z/-/ 0.8 7_.. _.07 o.W/








O, oG O, 8O
. o8 o, 8Z
Degree:
=°cord the Number of Plies Remaining on the Flexible Boot:

















Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
,
--,[y
_..... iication Form(s)? Yes __ No Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION
DOC NO, TWR-64222 _,'-




POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
i Side: Left (A) I Date: ?_.-_7- _
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /,d//._ J_ _-- _ / -]7-'-L..L._'-TP _/_.?_p]V_I:2 /M //C_,Phenolic Subassembly: Aft Exit Cone Assembly

























Metal Housino Bondline Surface Observations: Yes No
A. Soot? /
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion? If'
D. Foreign Material?




;minary PFAR(s)? _ Yes o
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):








POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Left (A) I Date: )-_- _: - q "_
I
Assessment Enginaer(s)llnspactor(s): ,_t/._ ! _/F/_ _ __x /'_/:' -:'-/_'/A"_/_," __ //:" '..
Phenolic Subassembly: Forward Exit Cone Assembly
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):















Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):





Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations.
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?




ninary PFAR(s)? _ Yes v/"No
Clarification Form(s)? :"/Yes _ No
REVISION --
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): f'k,."'-'t-'/_'_ ,t
Clarification Form Page No. ($) _-/_: _ _" _ --uft_ _)_/_'_i_:
ooc NO. TW3R-642 :'" [ vOk
i
SEC I _Ac,_ C- 16
CORPORATION
SPACE OPEFL4TIONS
General Hardware Clarification Form
i zg.. I[] Z 9 9 %Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: (A) Right (B) I Date: /--
b;_//1,'rAssessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): kill K E _/F¢ C-_r_//L,4:tC-_-/ ;/ /J .''l /2 L-C_
I
Description: _/-_"y,OZ'_ _SNh_i_,','"_- :_h'_/,_rcd ", x_-id_ E,_ /'7-- _/ '_- A _U--h'BL T"
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
.'_.':- :.':/ ,'..>:L J_/ ':O<"- : "."/ ." --:'-_: Iz: p /_ 6--:jU ,, , _ IZ _-'_ ' _ " A (_ 1< _ _ I: ._ --
2 : <._ ::,_ _ e_'i,._:FS _dj_ t_n)o/.-t - _v_-/' _z_ _-YlAL l-E-7,'d_rl_ _-_1o::..--
_.,. , : 7-8 _ i- _ +'" ' -_ f-' . , ' _j _--'ID .(=_- _ _ A _
.. , -. i> ,, . ,._ >I/-; ,.."./-:-.i.:-_ ._',>_< :7-:._." 7"74E- ,:/_C I/-.'; / ,,"-,_ <-....:- 7-_-c_-
;>i . / " '_ _,_: ..? ":/-.'<"':/-E"- I'_: >.I- : 5 _:-"r'Lc_ 'c'' (-:-'r'j _-,"9c >I _ F'->''r'_......:U
0
<:i y








I Nozzle Subassembly Bondlina Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: [_eft (A) [] Right (B) I Date: "_.-'7--- _
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _//._ r/__ _ //V/'/_. L_ E'_
Nozzle Subassembly: /_ UJ L_ -_"-J( / 7" C[/t/





--?-? . _o . _o
-_; ,5-o ,4-o
Location on Bonding Surface




"_-'-," Corresponding Comment Number(s): 2--





POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
I Side: Left (A) t Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _--'_'_/_-_f/3/_Jj "_.L)C;_P-. _'7-_)AJ
Phenolic Subassembly: Throat Assembly
















Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?






C_) _n _',_s T'y_,_llV _./_'_o._-o"=;_ L_r=o ;_;//_-_/Y 3_<_ .
",,.'iminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes V _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
i










Nozzle Subassembly Bondllne Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Side: [_Left (A) [] Right (B) I Date: ,,_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): .,_,_ _;_f.._./_lM/_p__'_r==_.;,Z: _
Nozzle Subassembly: .-77_._ _"




























POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Left (A) Date: ._- " I - i 2-_
Phenolic Subassembly: Aft Inlet/Forward Nose Rings



















Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations"
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corroeion ?
D. Foreign Material?





L minary PFAR(s) ?
Clarification Form(s) ?
Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
d





I PAGE __ 1
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
.) Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360L029
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
I Side: _ Left (A) [] Right (B)




Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
23
Notes / Comments
-..,Jx_, _ _T_ I, "-







POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
I Date:_-" i _ -_Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Left (A) _I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _, Q.C_41_. _ / i_.._. ,'-'_ //,_. _
Phenolic Subassembly: Nose Cap







: . ,.Wlth,nGCP I I C/ /7 I: _iGCP-to-CCP)_ q q C1
(';_'-_ .... Within CCP
o-,
_,U/J,' J_Lv /

















Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations: Yes No/ Comment #
A. Soot? ,t ,,j
B. Voids in Adhesive? ,,/ t/
C. Corrosion? v,_ "-_
D. Foreign Material? y"
0 ' 'Notes/ Comments t" _" _" _'- "r':_.'t',:r _,,.4,_ _.'S"_L_.,_.._:-t<,_- _.
_) /J"l,_J,',"_ .:. -",_<-,..,-_...,_,.,." ;,-.. o....-_._ _._ ,,,,,..-4-,.,.t-+o .-...,._,,__;..,_ _.._-,. ,._-,_,_ :, _,...._





_o _-e__c,.',<- o._'> e L_d_.--+,.,c_& : c._ t,.: ..... ",,.._: '-_
___ Yes __ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): 5Z_ C-- 0 I
1// Yes __ No Clarification Form Page No.(s): _- l'-'i _-t
i
OOC NO. 1WVP.-64222 Ivc¢
I




Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: [] Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. C/O'f _
i
Nozzle Subassembly: /_jc)_.£O..... (//_.._
I
Record Bondlina Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form




r_ l • r/' •
Location on Bonding Surface












POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): L_'/ ,.L _/-_- 5 / -"_-/_(_ (.'7_
Phenolic Subassembly: Cowl Assembly
J








Record Secondary Bondltne Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
/r/_.





Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations, Yes
A. Soot?
B, Voids in Adhesive? f





OF -:- """ _,'_- .- 2__
r;JOR _.." .- t$
vUALi_t,
Notes / Comments (_ _6_--_- /_"0,/_ CLI4[, I'_'/CT'_/OA. " FG_i _ pi¢_,_--- C_8.,_#)_ 4 S ,
_ Z 'C _- _r - '..: :, . I_ L . O Y ' " G- Co l_ ,_ o_ / o._.," /-7_ o:,:. , _L, 7- z_ E-W_ "-7.J E _ t ,_C_, _ .- _," " .'_
Special Issue 3.3.11
i
•-',--f-- ff_/ .o- E-Z-_/_ : r..-- _'_ v'_l) _ . .- 'i_J'_ " I
- . ..... ,'" '_,:"-" -"_i"-_4 ,,47"7- E ,7-%,o°,A_'.. _ il ,_"-":/_ _._"'_'- ' -" .....
,_ninary PFAR(s)? __ Yes __ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? v'_ Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s): C- :-0,_
REVISION -- OOC NO. TWR-64222 Ivcx-




Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
I Side: {:_eft (A) [] Right (B) I Date: /-2_ :_- _
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ /% /c C-_ / _-_-_L /-_
Nozzle Subassembly: CO/iU/_.-














Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
I Side: [_eft (A) [] Right (B) Date: / - _- _Motor No.: 360L029
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _lJ/,_: /_ _ _ / _--/_(_._ C_
Nozzle Subassembly: CO L_J L--


































Location on Bonding Surface
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
I "'f' (') I °'" z
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _,. <_/_/
Phenolic Subassembly: Fixed Housing Assembly










Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):





Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observational;
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?




Note= / Comments /- Z_/_ ,_Z_A/_.<'/I/_--- _ /_£f_ _'_'I_. </_'_ (_" _'A/7"I_'_ = Z_/v'D/_./A/_"
:'plinary PFAR(s)? V// Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): 54C-"- _',_-
__ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
/
Clkrification Form (s) ?
_EVI$1ON -- OOC NO. T'W_-64222 I VOL
SEC I PAGE C--21
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
"_ Nozzle Subassembly Bondllne Adhesive Void Clarification Form
o
Motor No.: 360L029 i Side: Left (A) [] Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _:_. _;:_c//_,_ / ._ ,_"_&::SfO,x/
Nozzle Subassembly: _'_"/X'__.Z_ /"Jo_-J,._/A/_' 4SSE,/If_'Z Y
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size Location on Bonding Surface
Location Axial Circ. Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
/_ .'t'8 .zz3 o-_. _.<" 4.7E"
Z_"'7 1, 512. , _ J _l.q _"
zso .9L, ,Za _ fs"
."17 ,z5 /4
_ "-_ . _3 . _,_ ,,f',/ ,_
,, _ 8 . _ 7 ,,.IZ) /,o _
!
io/ i.IO ,Z7 !.g'6










POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-13
Cowl Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 f Side: Left (A) I Date:--_-_ t'_, "p_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): , i_;_, (:__
Cowl Phenolic Section Observations. Yes No
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material? r/
B. Ply lifting? L/ _
Comment #
Record the Cowl Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 o
Location Erosion Char
0.3 . -_:' , "_'
_.o , : ,S_/
2 " 0 ' '/r .r" . C _




s.a ©. 3';- o.7.:.-3
Negative Margin of Safety?
go ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
,_& ,_3? -_ ._-
, -,-, . "__ ._- . '5.._













'mlnary PFAR(s)? _ Yes
_- ,tication Form(s)? _ Yes
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):







POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-14
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
IMotor No.: 360L029
I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _, ___ _-I_..
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic Section Observations,
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Yes No Comment #















0 ° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
• _ ,' ._5 .q_ ._
•q_ ._ .gl ._-
.3_j ._-; . _-_ ._q










i I I i
• II .&_
No Station:Negative Margin of Safety? Yes





'iminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes V// No
.dcation Form(s)? _ Yea No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):








POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-19
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
S=d.: /_EFt i Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): Z. , _ l<J /_-,4'_-
A,_:7" Exit Cone Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?















f ?o . mgo
/do s- 7o
/ _o . Tzo
iv ,_ /i,A
Yes
Z 6>0° Z. 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
NA A/Ig II A li_
• 1"2D _-_. ;., :0 . I _-D . _-dO













Negative Margin of Safety?
Notes I Comments






No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):








Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): L, _, _) I.- _" ,_'-
AFT" Exit Cone Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-1_
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
i ZEFr  ) i°'t"
Yes Comment #














• 2 4O , <7-_






Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
Negative Margin of Safety?
Notes / Comments














POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-15
Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_/\'. _! _ _- k
Fixed Housing Phenolic Section Observations;
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Date: _ -/_- _-_
Yes No Comment #








7.0 r , ?/-',.
8.0 " , /--/
9.0 - /, _._
10._s r I, _ I













180 ° 270 o
Erosion Char Erosion Char
, bq l, _ f" /,/-7
i
,c7 I,Cl C ,_1
- ,,_
'" 77 O i ;_l
,c<i ._io C ,<J7
r ,_ _ .
c- .,m,_ C ,?_<
r- c70 -




" ';minary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
m




Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION -- OOC NO. TWR-64222 Ivot.
SEC I PAGE C_-_4
_I:_dO_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERAT/ONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-16
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Left (A) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ..j_/,_ "_"_'_TY)_N' 1 (,n-_.JZ.Y _)'IE 3"
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic Section Observations;




























/ 20 O. jC7




Negative Margin of Safety?
90 =
Erosion Char
/. _8 o. 57








o. G_ o, 6_
Yes
180 o 270 o
Erosion Char Erosion Char
/.o? o._._ /,°2 _._7
I./6 o.s7 //_ _._7
/z_ o.97
/. Zl o.qa
/ /f_ o. sy
/,/7 o,£_
























POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-17
Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
(A) I Date:Side: Left
I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _; .r_f'_A_-_y_¢)/_
Nose CaD Phenolic Section Observations:





















0 ° 90 ° 180 ° 270 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
o.,-/z- o,,/8 0._4 o, y_ o. 3z_ 0.5?' o. _7 o. _z_
o.¢1 _. ¢6 ©. s_ 0,_ o,3_ o.sz o, yI o. _7
o, _ 7 o .5_ o. 4z 0.50 _, 3y o, _3 0,43 o.51
Negative Margin of Safety? No Station:
o._? o,q/ o,v¢ o.qg o. _'/ o,s_-
o._? O, _z o,q7 o. V7 o. ¢I o.'-/7
o._7 o.¢s _ _"-/a o.s3 o.¢7
O.Tg o.q 7 0,_) O, q7 o._,s o, _'f
o._f o, ¢z o,7_/ o. _ o.sl o, ¢2
/.;3 o, so Z o8 o. s3 o.?_/ o.¢S
I.¢2- - #._ /._S .0.71 /, 5"¢ O. 7Z
z.x o.(¢ / o.z(
Yes /





















POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-18
Forward Nose Ring and Aft Inlet Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 i Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _/'/_ _,;_AA/ _ ,,9_.._
Forward Nose pn¢l Aft Inlet Ring Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
I °'": s/3/ 3
'*J '/ /: S
Yes No Comment #
Record the Forward Nose Ring (-503) Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station Oo 90 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char
23.0 /./.,, o._ /,or o,6_
30.0 o .9'q o. 6'_ o ._/ O. 7_
32.0 o. _'5 O,6l O.?a o,71
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes
180 o 270 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
i,o_ o.TV /. I_ o,d_
o,(,ct
o,$9 0 . _ /,oo o.6i
No Station: Degree:
Record the Aft Inlet Ring Char (-504) and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 o 90 o 180 o
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
35.0 0 ._/t 0. _? 0.82 0.57 O. 27 0, ,_
33.0 0.?@ 0.6',/ o.?s- o, _,7 o,?y _, d3
39.0 /. 0/-{ 0.(__ 0,_'_ 0,83 _). ?g O.C_Z-









" ';minary PFAR(s)? _ Yes J No
,1
L. ,fication Form(s)? _ Yes JNo
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION -- ooc NO. TWR-64222
i




POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-1
Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition
t Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ --
Nozzle Assembly Qulck-look Observations:
A. Metal Damage Due to Transportation or Handling?









.:. . ...->, C:-_
!
j ....
• .... __ _- C. i_7 _-'," /L_, "_J "
-' - 4' ' -- c_J C d '/,_/- /" .Y_)Z-" tL" :"// C," Z'->












POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ ._ _ {_. i_" _ _- _._.. S_'_ _q
f
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations; Yes
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)? /
B. RTV Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring?
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within R'rV?
G. Foreign Material?
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCP/SCP, or adhesive? v/
I. Damaged Phenolic=?
J. Bondlina Edge Separations? Use .Clarification Form.
K. Phanolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
L. Heat Affected Metal?
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
N. Corrosion? V/
O. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes?
P. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)?
Q. Bent or Broken Bolts?

















minary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
m
Clarification Form(s)? __. Yea
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
R E'VISION -- OOC NO. TWR-64222 VOL
SEC i PAGE C'- _ 0
"7"_¢,__ CORPORATIO N
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-3
Nose inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint (Joint #2) Condition Drawing Worksheat
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right (B) Date: ;""__ , _" ;'
Assessment Enginaer(s)llnspector(s): ,_. _._C//_',,_ ( .T /-,_.__._, o'/v














,fication Form(s)? _ Yes No
R E'VI$10N --








POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 J Side: Right (B) J Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _.(_c)lC_. _. _'lZF.._'_Ok_
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations;
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)?
B. R'T'V Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring?
D, RTV Past the Prlmary O-ring?
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Grease Inhibiting RTV Backfill?
H. Foreign Material?
I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
J. Damaged Phenolics?
K. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
L. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
M. Heat Affected Metal?
N. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
O. Corrosion?
P. Alignment Pin Damage?
Q. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes?
R. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)?
S. Bent or Broken Bolts?






















minary PFAR(s)? _ Yes
.ID
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):










Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
i s,<,..[] ..,,<.>_.,,,,,, <,,>t '>"'"$"_/<_-
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): L_. (_)_/#c/¢.
Part: [] Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[] Throat Ring (Aft End)
_ Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
77./"_,_'roX/
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)"
[] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)






































dication Form(s)? _ Yea v//' No
_ 4 p ,,, d/ D








POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 i Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _ .j_ _ (-
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)?
Yes
B. R'IV Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring? v/'
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
E. Uncured R'r'v?
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Grease Inhibiting R'I'V Backfill?
H. Foreign Material?
I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCP/SCP, or adhesive?
J. Damaged Phenolics?
K. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form. /
L. PhenoUcs Axially Displaced From Housing?
M. Heat Affected Metal?
N. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
!O. Corrosion? ;,"
P. Alignment Pin Damage?
Q. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes?
R. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coll Insert)?
S. Bent or Broken Bolts?






















J_,c_/.] ?-: S/ ::,."
• ,,,. 4_ _ 7-/&., 3W ._
,., 'v. _ />. .... -/..' .... ;' "'"
vu4Li;r),
iminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes __ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
,m,mmm m









Nozzle interface Separation Clarification Form
I Side: I'-J Left (A) [_ Right (B)j Date:
Assessment Enginear(s)llnspector(s): IT._ CJ;CJ_.
Part: _ Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
.......1"7 Throat Ring (Aft End)
[] Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)"







r f, . r ---
i T_ J























POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-5
Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint (Joint #4) Condition Drawing Worksheet
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right (B) Date: 1 _L_ > ;"
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ _._J',C ,,,t












.... ,,., / ,..,-.-i __









") POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
_r
.:" Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right(B) I Date: -_7
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _"_,_:_._j "F__F-._I2.. _:>_l_t_J
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)?
Yea
B. RTV Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring? v/
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring? p,/
E. Uncured R'IV? J
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Foreign Material? y,,/
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCP/SCP, or adhesive? p/
I. Damaged Phenolics? V/
J. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form. p/
K. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing? p,'/"
L. Heat Affected Metal? j
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint? _"
N. Corrosion? t,J
O. Alignment Pin Damage? J
P. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? t,/
/Q. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)? L/
R. Bent or Broken Bolts? /_I




_:!iminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes
L .:,
C-_'arification Form (s) ? Yea
REVISION --
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):







POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-6
Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint (Joint #5) Condition Drawing Worksheet
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right (B) Date: ,27 ,._/U /F_._
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ _A_k3 / _ F_


















POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-7
Cowl Insulation Segment Condition
I side: _ _i_7 (r_) I Date: z 7/7,. a/?
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): }"2G'--_-- /_//__ /
Cowl Insulation Saoment Observations:
A, Spring Pin Holes Completely Through the Cowl Segment?
B. Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion?
C. Soot Between the Cowl Segment and Cowl Housing?
D. Bondline Failure Mode? Data Collection Only.








Notes I Comments z4o[l_e,f,'u_ .,_eT,_{
/) 0.-- _s'- ?__o7_.
q_- ?_ 1 Y ?o
(.dhg_, +]e j<-_+_d+ T
"minary PFAR(I)? __ Yes v/ No
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes d No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):







POSTFLiGH'[ OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-8
Flexible Bearing, Flexible Bearing Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 J Side: Right (B) I Date: ,._7 .__AJ /?_'._
Assessment Enginaer(s)llnspector(s): _in'l "___2
Flexible Bearino, Bearina Protector, and Boot Observations;
A. Bearing Protector Burn-Through?
B. Cracks Through the Bearing Protector?
C. Bearing Protector Heat Effects or Erosion Other
Than at Cowl Vent Hole Locations?
D. Soot Between the Bearing Protector and Flexible Bearing?
E. Heat Effects to the Flexible Bearing?
F. Bent or Broken Bearing Protector Bolts?
G. Flexible Boot Burn-Through?
H. Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion to Flexible Boot ID?
I. Foreign Material in Boot Cavity?









':minary PFAR(s)? __ Yes v No
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes If" No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
'-uO _,g
REVISION -- OOC NO. TWR-64222
SEC I PAGe. (_ _ ._
FEB 83 "93 08:54AM THIOKOL SPRCE ENG P.3/3
' _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERAT/ONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-9
Flexible Bearing Protector "thickness' Meelurements
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Right (B) Date; _-- ---_'/'-
snol (e)li,_p r(e) ' ' _//_ ,_/ --Assessment neer ecto : /_. / '
Record the Flexible 5eshng Protector Gas impingement Area Thickness Measurements (see figure) Below;.
* "A" ie the minimum thickness of the bearing protector
in.line with the =owl vent holes. It corresponds to the













Clarification Form Psge No. (s):
0o¢ _o. TSV_-6422_, I vot.
s_c I _'*_ C-39
_Z__ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-10
Throat Diameter Measurements (Data Collection Only)
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _./_. _-,_/___o_ ., _-CJ _V'Sa,v'










k ,ication Form(s)? Yes
(.'.t
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
,¢
RI_,,'IS I O N OOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64222 [vol.
[ PAGIE C'_A f_
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-11
Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _,'/v) fi--'_.<;-_v_:/,jt,. ,/_vJ_p_jC _-/_F,_.":_'-
Flexible Boot/Outer Boot Rina SeDaration Observations: Yes No
A. Heat Effects in BootlOBR Separation? /
Comment #
Record the Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0° 90° 180°
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
s.0 --- 0._3 _ _ /,6_ '_ _ /, 6_ _
.o o.8 7
lO.O O./J _,_7 0,0_<" 0,_' o._, (_,_?_.





•ord the Number of Plies Remaining on the Flexible Boot:















Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION Dec NO. TWR-64222 I vOk




POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
I Side: Right (B) I Date: _- _'£j3 /¢_q_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ,_ "_/W-j£/_/ p_:7"F_////;/LF:P
Phenolic Subaaaembly: Aft Exit Cone Assembly
























Metal Housina Bondllne Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
E. Voida in Polysulfide (Aft Exit Cone Polysulfide Groove)?
Yea No,, Comment #
V
Notes / Comments ,, .
"ninary PFAR(s)? _ Yea _No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
m
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes _'_--------D-_° Clarification Form Page No.(s): _I_ _'_/.//_
I
REVlSlON -- OOC NO. TWR-64222 ]vo_
SEC t PAGE _, .,_
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
General Hardware Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: [] Left (A) [_Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _-_/'/Y_ _'_/_),,_d
Sketch Observations Below (include locations end sizes of sketched features):
Corresponding Comment Number(s): ___--_J
r
R L='YI$10 N __
ooc NO. TWR-64222 I vOL
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Right (B) I Date: }-2_ _ - _
l
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _j/Z c'--__/_-/c--- _ _ _' '/Z/_ _ S%-/S !./ '_L;' __ '/.'/ ,_
Phenolic Subassembly: Forward Exit Cone Assembly
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):







_0 - / _>o
,2_0
/0 f0 /_ /0 . ,,.,
, -.I"'
6 5-- 7o
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):





Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations,
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?




Notes t Comments _ _"- CZi_/," ,:-,r/-' .'_rClt' i=ol'l ¢_ ._AC_ -- C-d-3i ¢) F'c,_ DC'I _'_o,=
,_ _ .... /. / i_____.,--/_,_ _a_op_5,,_ i_t-t', . ..... /-_--,: " Pr_"" _ p.._-_ o _ _-Je--
'_ i "J "'" '_ "=.-I ."_'--" _ci[-2_ iJ _- _-7"_-_ liiC_l-$ l_Jl_ i41a_u"'-_ 3_o o_= EIII<" '-.... "J ."" "'-
&'l-k] ":-"_D [-_" ¢ I/_"z'rSo _II E_I#o<'o< a,_. t--_'_/':..--Z./ _,._--,_C-"e:77,olI'I/: b:6 _',',.*:''_:'
:ninsry PFAR(I)? __ Yes v No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
m
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yea __ No Clarification Form Page No.(s): C-_,'_ _._
IEVISION -- DOC NO. "I'WR-64222 I_o=
sac i p_c_ c_4._
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
General Hardware Clarification Form
Motor No., 360L029 I Side: [] Left (A) [_'Right (B) I Date, /-_ 9-- @
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /,_ /K ,k"_'-_,/F,A _ _ _" _'C ,_.//_/'_-/!,_-/_'_ .r,/d / :
Description: /?._'C7 ' :'T (_/'.::/_6.1' _/-_'D _-,Y''-_-:dl/'_ /_'_<=?_Y"
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
RL_qSION --
DOC NO, T'W'R-64222 IvoL
_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: [] Left (A) _ight (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _.//_- _ E-_ //Xd/J_. _. _-'7_
Nozzle Subassembly: 7:_J _ _-y ./ _ Cd /V_"
Date: _-2--_ "_
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size Location on Bonding Surface
Location Axial Circ. Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
• ' Corresponding Comment Number(s): _--
REV1SION DOC NO. TW'R-64222 I VOL




POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
I Side: Right (B) t Date: ,,_<_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _'l'/Yl ¢_,_;_-_'/9")A=/t__,y "7_-Z_{JC_P.- _'_-._._'1"6rL_
Phenolic Subassembly: Throat Assembly

















Metal Housina Bondllne Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?






_:'_._!.,minary PFAR(s)? --Yes /No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
;.1








POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
I "'°"' I °"*: %1
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ]_..(_ U IC _ "1-, _p_.E.GTO}3
Phenolic Subanembly: Aft Inlet/Forward Nose Rings




















Metal Housino Bondllne Surface Observations:
A. Soot?

















/- ,,"#G D/ U/YI Co R£ <_s /O/v J_,dO o
2?g °A/O ZD/ /,,VO/<:._r/ON
3"3"7/9_e,q7 /e/_e /tXlAZ.= ,:3Z, ¢/,ec:u,,w-" ,,d.Z _ O /J
3.3.11 33S_, DCP7# .02 RVISlZ. . 70 ¢:/,_oa') , #d _/. D I)
Yes V / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):









POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 Side: Right (B) Date: J_l/_ / c/,_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ]_:>. _)U I C_ __ _, _'17_F_.._'TOk,I
Phenolic Subassembly: Nose Cap


















Metal Housing Bondline Surface Observational;
A. Soot?









Special Issue 3.3,4 ,_O"DEpT"/./,OZ,,_J_I._[,.=.._,_j_I,_:/,/IYI=oZ_ _ :_,_.-ODp
/f/= Z:_Pr_/.o 3 ,_:/'_c=.z¢,, c,,e_:u_,,'-..Z3"O.D_ .02,_,o#/_.=.;,S" C/_.um, .,/_/z.Z_
Special Issue 3.3.5 /2.¢='No /A/D/=:_T/d,'V Special Issue 3.3.11 _._= ,04' _-@_
_/O° /Vd /a/D/c//TIO_
minary PFAR(s)?
__ Yes If" No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):






i POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right (B) J Date: }- ,2. _ - _ _L.
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _j'/__ /_ _ _ // TZ='-Z_L _'/'_
Phenolic Subassembly: Cowl Assembly














Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?









Notes / Comments O 5E-E-- /_F_/_
;_:_- _'0--C:S o/%/
r_oecial Issue 3.3.8 _ 5_---_-- c--/.__l? "_  CA "vC _"
pecial Issue 3.3.11 _ _h_--_ c _-/_/_ = /:d 7-1_:/
L :minary PFAR(s)? __ Yes /No
CLA# / _ /:_-r-) _ AI
c L A F ,_-, c ,_ -r-' : : ,' F e /; Y _'A c--e--c- _ T D o
r= a ,_ /w ' PF S E- c -4 7 /_
::../::_4 ?A :-C" ( - 4 7C
; Co
A: _ 7-'_-_; I _'2.
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? v'/'Yes __ No
REVISION
Clarification Form Page No.(s): C-4"7/q 5, C
OOC NO. TWR-64222 IvoL
SEC I P'"' C-47
'__ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
J Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: [] Left (A) [_Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _//_ [_-_ -_-I _ / 7-_7_. L _'--_
Nozzle Subassembly: _'_ _.J /4
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
\
Degree Void Size Location on Bonding Surface
Location Axial Circ. Distance From Fwd
7P_M c._,,_' :¢#4'C,,4
44 ,)o ,os-- o, 7o
_-7 ,-_F .,_0 0, Fo
_7 . _5"- ,2o 8.4o
_-2 , ¢o ,:o z. _5-
_-_ ,/o 4F- 2, >o
50 , /5- 4 _ _.3_
' ;0 .-7o ,05- Z -25"-
5 / ./0 ,3"0 /, ,_o
S 2- zo ,30 Z,ao
;-Z ,3£- ,)0 /,70
c 7 90 / 0 J.#o
7-? .7o .io o./o
Distance From Aft
Corresponding Comment Number(s): /, ._
_ns_oN __ ooc NO. TWR-64222 IVOL
• _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Subassembly Bondllne Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: [] Left (A) []_Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector (s):
Nozzle Subassembly: (0 _
b/ / L K E ._ // _ I_ E-__
/-I_ 9 TM




of. _ ./o ._o
--7.?. "- . /O ,30
• ,' . _0 ./5--
;J- _3 . 70 _._0
'7 _, U .3 _ ,O5"-
4/ . _ .IS
_-" 0
-" .SF ./
4 . ?0 ,/0
bg .35 ,_'-
,> '/ .4-0 . / 0
¢>J T . _ 0 , i0
70 ,35-- .IO
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance Fro_ Fwd . Distance From Aft










/, --- _ '" /;/E:' >/ _ P  II_"_ P/IV
/, ....... -'.. ' 5-0 ,., .,.,., t j /, ill/
,-..- / .. ,'--- _ _ 2"-,.'.' 5 _ r'_ ,,/(,
_A 5
_-/ ,_ &,/,s,/_ _--_ e-w rU.
,d 2- Cc ,_'£C -_/:_"' _//'."C
WV )-7_ _.-- /_ ., " _ .....
E--M,.% 0 _ _ :_ " " :-
r-AcC-_ C z*."A- 5 ,':.'0





I_^_e C- _ ? _"
7"_,__ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
i Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: [] Left (A) [_Right (B) t Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Nozzle Subassembly: C"O t_J
_/z__k'__--_%/ 7-z---&Le'--/# s
)-2_ _-_-_
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
,J 5of--I-_'_-- /'v:-_- C /.jc/_,. _ pi",- ,,_ z'-_.,,_ ,.,.
Degree Void Size Location on Bonding Surface
Location Axial Circ. Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
79, _ . _0 . I0 O. I0
Notes / Comments _ _kT ?':_/_ cZ/_/ ':lC/"_'_" x, __,_sV__ P/)_6-S _-47 6, ,_ _ U
/ / .... _W 0 ?-_ _ .
O,'oC,,,.c







1 Nozzle Subassembly Bondline " " Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: [] Left (A) [_]Right (B) I Date: / - _ _-_- _ __
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /XJ /_ _( C-'-_ _/ _ C _
Nozzle Subassembly: _O/-_J _..
Record Bondline dm_mokmmtdwi_ Measurements and Locations Below:
d C.:/; I: ," "c ,I,
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft





-7 7, °;0 O, ZO l,_o
.., i, O# "Z , TO 0, o






I P^GEC- _/-7 L_
!CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _,,_-_-)/__
Phenolic Subassembly: Fixed Housing Assembly












IJ.,(-{J_'( _ _'&_"2. Z_- 22_--2Tc 1_7c
.... 31:_ 313 -36P,
Y IO Ig 15 lO
? 5" ?o io IF <70
_7[ 7 d






Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?











- _5. !iminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _ No
J
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes _. No
RL=VISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s): C-Lf_/_.
ooc NO. "lWVR-64222 IVOL




") Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: [] Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ _"_R_¢TIYI/L_/
Nozzle Subassembly: _ IX J_ou_
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
I
(B) I Date: _,_ F_B /'¢)'_3
Degree Void Size Location on Bonding Surface
Location Axial Circ. Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
._f o o_o o; 30 ---- 3. _/
i,_z ° o._) _._o _.._. "-/.I
_.35 _ o. _.<=, O- z'° -- (:. <_
31{ ° 0,_o 0,3o 0.7o
Notes / Comments









POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-13
Cowl Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
I Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer (s) Ilnspector (s): /\/_'
Cowl Phenolic Section ObservationiT






Record the Cowl Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 e
Location Erosion Char
._ - __ _
0.3 ,_" ! , ._ ,_"
1.0 ,L_t . _1
2.0 , _4 ,_J












,_--- , _ .'S_











r, 'minary PFAR(s)? _ Yes













POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-14
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Right (B) t Date:Side:
Assessment Engineer(s)/lnspector(s): i_/l ' C/_._'/_---
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic Section Observations:





















0 o 90 ° 180 o
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
, _ _ ,_ , _s- ._
I i
I


































POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-19
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
iMotor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): __. E, _ /J- f_-J-_--,_
AFT Exit Cone Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin materiel?
B. Ply lifting?
i Date: 4-B-
Yes N_,/ Comment #
Record the Forward Exit Cone Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
1<90 +' /_0 ° ZCG' o
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
V, '_, ' F ,/_o . _o ,/_c .52_0
./so ._oo ,19o . FYo ,I?_ ,_?o
•/._.c , F:O . /%C , F L O ./_0 .97o
•I+-:0 _:,0 .13:O , F_O ./Y-o 5;7o

























Negative Margin of Safety?
Notes / Comments
Yes / No Station: Degree:
P -'iminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
• ification Form(s)? __. Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
GRiCt;+';._ p.,_
OF POOR - "=+"+_?S
_OALIT_
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REV1SION --
DOC NO. TWR-64222




POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-15
Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
f
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): k U ....
Fixed Housina Phenolic Section ObservationsT
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?



















0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
4





Negative Margin of Safety?
0 D_I ,_ '--'_'-
,q:-- o, ,_?
' ' _ d}i7, / t /.I ,. '
















Preliminary PFAR Number _s) :









POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-16
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Right (B) I Date:Side:
|
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _;. _ __,_#,/_j
Throat Inlet Assemblv Phenolic Section Observations;







Record the Throat Inlet Ring and Throat Ring Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
1.0 ,.L.,O_ D._" ,Z O_ O. 72. /./0 O. _7
2.0 ,Z_? .5, c.,7 /o 7 o,7.5" 112. O, _7
4.0 413 O . _8 /./_/ 0, _7 /,/_ o. gt
s.o l/7 ©._ x/_ o,_ //? 6,6_
8.0 <':/? 0._8 /./7 o,_ <4/? o. _
lo.o / <_ O.go /.i 7 d_,(_l 1, 4_ o, 5.._
12.o /,1_ 0,$C, A ld o, _?_. /.i_ O, S._R
_,=.o Z/?' o, _5 //,3 0.¢$ //5 o, 63
_6.o /o? o. $d /._ o._ o._ o.67
18.o o.,?'_ O. $g o.?Z o,#I o,?,8 o._J
20.0 0,8( o.el c, Sf o,_ o,_ o._z
22.0 0,_, 0,67 O. -,<'f 0.76 0._'3 0.70
23.0 o./-/5 o. 7_ o,% o,7_/ O. _'_" o, 7o






















' _ _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-17
Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
I
Motor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Enginaer(s)llnspector(s): Y). r,";_/'_'/_, ,
/
Nose Cao Phenolic Section Observations;
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Yes
















0 ° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char










o, _I O, 52-
/ _z o.gd I.TE




































Clarification Form Page No.(s):
RLa/ISION __
I
OOC NO. TWR-64222 I v=.





POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-18
Forward Nose Ring and Aft Inlet Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
IMotor No.: 360L029 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(.): ,_,_
i
Forward Nose and Aft Inlet Rlno Phenolic Section Observations:




Record the Forward Nose Ring (-503) Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
28.o I,15 o, _°/ I. o_ o. 73 I. I Z o, 5"_
30.0 0. ?Z. o.G3 o.?Z o.6__ o,_80. :_
32.0 c_,?# o. _? _.75 ©. _,z. XOl o. (_









Record the Aft Inlet Rlng Char (-504) and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
34.0 O.II_, _._> O._? _, v_ _- _y o. _'_
36.0 o.91 o _? o._> o, _3 0.77 o.<m_
39.0 O. _ 7 0o_ 7, //,0/ O. _ Z- /. 0% (:_"_2














P -ninary PFAR(s)? _ Yes (-_No
m
_. .fication Form(s)? _ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):

















D. Dugal, RIC (2)
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